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Protein molecules regularly ordered in crystal remain highly solvated and are continuously in dynamic equilibrium with solution. The stability of molecules in crystal is ensured by the 3D scaffold formed by intermolecular contacts between adhesive patches of neighbor molecules, whereas 30-80 % of crystal content remains dynamically disordered. That is why the stability of the 3D skeleton, i.e. protein crystal architecture (PCA) is so important.
Large surface of protein molecules has usually many adhesive patches and thus we often observe different PCAs of the same protein (polymorphism). Each PCA has its own set of compatible adhesion modes and its own optimal solvent content in crystal. When incompatible adhesion modes are combined during crystal growth, one gets virtually non-diffracting solid phase.
Principle of dominating adhesion mode plays a key role in the control of diffraction quality of crystal. It says that well diffracting crystals grow only when incompatible adhesion modes are suppressed. This can be achieved either by rational composition of crystallization solution using protein surface shielding agents (PSSA) [J.Synchr.Radiation (2011) Keywords: Protein crystal architecture, protein surface shielding agents, protein-protein interfaces, PEG-protein interactions, polymorphism, best diffraction, adhesion mode
